
Correction of Question 2 (Assignment 2)

September 27, 2010

This document highlights the changes to Question 2 from a2--specification.pdf: the changes are bolded

and boxed . An incorrect formula for variance was originally provided in a2--specification.pdf, but this
error has since been corrected. Note that the results in the original sample session are correct. The sample
session provided here is exactly the same as the one originally shown in a2--specification.pdf.

Question 2: Simple Data Analysis - Correction (30 points)

Write a program that accepts a data set in the form of a white-space separated list of integers in the
range [1, 3] and calculates the mode, the frequency of the mode, the mean (µ) and the variance for this
data set. The mode is the value that occurs most frequently in a data set. For example, if the data
set contains two 1s, five 2s and one 3, then the mode for this data set is 2 and the mode frequency is
5. A data set can have more than one mode; when that is the case, your program MAY
report only one of the modes. The variance is the average distance from the mean and is given by
the formula

n∑
i=1

(i− µ)2

n

for a set of n data points. That is, in your summation, for each data point i in your set, take the value
of the data point, subtract the mean, and square the result. Then divide the whole summation by
n, the total number of data points.

Your program should work for any size of data set that ends with the number 0. In other words, the
number 0 indicates the end of user input.

Sample session:

Please provide a list of integer data points in range [1-3].

Indicate the end of your list with 0.

1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 0

The mode is: 1

The frequency of the mode is: 7

The mean is: 1.75

The variance is: 0.5625

Your program MUST consist of a single class called SimpleDataAnalysis. This class MUST contain ex-
actly one method called main(). You MUST store your results for mean and variance in variables of type
double. Test your program with the large data set stored in the plain text file named randomdata.txt

provided as part of the Assignment 2 specification. You can feed this file to your Java program using
input redirection:

java SimpleDataAnalysis < randomdata.txt

This will feed the content of randomdata.txt to your program as input. Our random data was produced
by the site http://www.generatedata.com/#generator. The data set in randomdata.txt has mode
1, mode frequency 71, mean 1.875 and variance 0.6661932.
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